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Garden Trail
This trail is intended for teachers and adult helpers 
to use with student groups whilst exploring parts of 
the palace gardens. 

It gives suggestions of things to look for, things 
to think about and things to imagine. The things 
to think about are intended to be prompts for 
discussion - there are no right or wrong answers. 

If you want any more information,  
the gardeners will be pleased  
to help you. 

The more you can encourage  
your pupils to imagine, the  
more these areas will  
come to life.
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The Sunken Gardens
Look for:

The separate little building where William III used to 
come after eating big dinners to relax.

The special area for the Great Vine’s roots.

Bushes cut into animal shapes.

Peep holes cut in the hedges that allow you to see the 
gardens  behind. 

Think about:

Why are there no plants on the area where the Great 
Vine’s roots are?

Imagine:

In Tudor times these sunken areas used to be ponds 
where fish were bred for eating. Imagine fishing here. 

William III used to keep lots of birds in cages in this 
area – imagine listening to them singing.

You have now reached the end of the garden tour.  
We hope you enjoyed it! Make sure you explore all  
the inside parts of the palace too.
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Look for:

A statue of a man and one of a woman.

Somewhere you could shelter from the sun on a  
hot day.

Think about:

William and Mary planted plants here that came  
from hot countries. What did they do with them in  
the winter?

Why would King William have 2 sundials – do you wear 
2 watches? Clue - think about symmetry.

What does the way this garden is set out tell us about 
the type of person King William was? Clue - do you 
think he was messy or neat? 

Imagine:

William III used to use this as his private garden -  
imagine him walking around here by himself.

Imagine if you were the gardener here and had to keep 
all this area neat with no electrical tools to help you.

The Privy Garden

Look for:

The main gate and the lions on top of the gate posts.

Think about:

Why do you think people in the 1700s would want a 
garden with lots of secret and private areas?

Imagine:

This is where gentlemen used to take ladies on 
romantic walks. Imagine what a noble man in the  
1700s would say to a lady while they were walking  
round here.

The Wilderness 

Great Fountain Garden
Look for:

Circle and triangle shapes represented on the building 
and in the garden.

The long water.

Think about:

Would the best view of these gardens be from inside  
or outside?

Imagine:

Some of these trees are 300 years old. Imagine what 
they could tell us if they could talk.


